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ABSTRACT 
The main aim of this implementation is the automatic agricultural system by spraying the herbicide to the 

unnecessary weeds present in the farm field. In order to achieve this goal, plants present in the field must be 

differentiated into crops and weeds based on their properties which can be performed by the machine vision 

algorithm. Weed present in the field reduce the quantity and the quality of the crops and reduce the earnings of the 

farmers. Weed management is the increasing input area in the agriculture field. Increasing the weed in the field will 

automatically reduce the yield in the farm. To control the weed, amount of chemicals used in the agricultural crop 

dramatically increases which results in the contamination of water and the environmental pollution. Usage of the 

herbicides can be decreased only by proper analyzing of the weed. Once the position of the weed is identified the 

spraying of the herbicide can be takes place automatically by using the spraying module. This entire process is 

implementing by using the Arduino with the machine vision programming library system. This machine vision 

algorithm is majorly designed to attach on the movable agricultural vehicle in the particular weed block. 

KEY WORDS: Agricultural system, Machine Version Algorithm, Plant. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent trend the processes are taken out in all the fields for the development of worldwide crops which is 

more friendly to the environment. Management of weed in the developing countries is done with the help of less 

labor. Increased use of herbicide affects the health of the human beings and animals etc. 

 
Figure.1. Crop yield caused by the weeds 

Based on the recent research of the weed science, mostly 33% of the losses in the agricultural field can be 

caused by the unwanted weeds only. This can be given by the fig.1. Apart from the pests, almost all the crops are 

affected by the weeds. So, it is important to minimize the losses caused by the weeds. Those fruitful administration 

of the weeds might make conveyed out by the best possible preparing and the reoviridae of the staff of the state 

Agricola offices. When compared to the global scenario Indian scenario use lesser amount of the herbicide. The 

current Indian scenario of the pesticide usage is given by the fig 2. Usage of insecticide in India takes the increasing 

share of less than two-third of the whole area, and the herbicide usage is only less than 20% of (Gayathri & Kavitha, 

2015)  the whole area. In future the usage of herbicide is expected to increase by 15-20% per annum The consumption 

of herbicide registered in India are of low mammalian toxicity range, and it can be applied in the early stage of the 

growing crops, so the waiting period can be reduced and the profit can be increased in the harvesting period. All the 

agricultural processes can be strictly followed by the Colombia’s economy; it leads to the high production costs and 

less accuracy. The application of agrochemicals to control the weeds will create the high environmental impacts.   

The steps carried out for the controlling and the eradication of unwanted weeds is done mostly by the humans 

which creates an appropriate time and need an alternative method to improve this process takes place in the 

Colombia’s economy which makes the opportunity to face the world’s challenging environment in all markets. 

 
Figure.2. Usage of pesticide in Indian scenario 
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Related Works: Initial picture procurement will be carried out Eventually Tom's perusing whatever sorts of 

advanced cameras for example, ordinary webcam. Same time catching pictures those Polaroid may be set on the 

ground side or 1. 20 meters over those ground. Pictures need aid caught with regular light states. The caught picture 

is proceed with MATLAB product. In the input image Excessive Green Color algorithm is used to remove the soil 

from the image and only the Green color information remains as required. Further by using Image enhancement 

technique, green color image is converted into gray color image. Then afterward that those commotion in the gray 

picture may be evacuated by utilizing average channel. After sifting power is balanced by utilizing MATLAB Also 

labeling may be accomplished for ID number. Wavelet convert may be utilized for characteristic extraction from 

claiming weeds and products. Notwithstanding enter picture is isolated under more diminutive number of pictures 

Furthermore for each fragment composition characteristic would concentrated. This concentrated composition 

characteristic about crop Also weed may be provided for of the neural system. Yield of the neural system may be 

utilized for crop Furthermore weed arrangement. Following identification about crop Also weed, crop will be veiled. 

So as to decrease those pesticide usage, it will be vital will spread herbicides main on the weed ranges. Following 

mapping the weed co-ordinates the genuine plane is provided for with Arduino Uno controller Also yield of the 

controller is provided for of the engine driver. On At whatever weed is display we provide for information of the 

controller as it were that sprayer dives of the weed What's more spread those herbicides. The main advantage is the 

Robotic system that helps to spray the herbicides automatically. But for identifying weeds, it is necessary to calculate 

the weed co-ordinates. 

 
Figure.3. Mechanical weed control 

  The theme of the Existing system is to detect weeds using image processing. Then input is given to the 

automatic sprayer to spray only in the weed areas. To this motivation it will be essential should take photo of the 

field Eventually Tom's perusing attaching Polaroid of the tractor or by bringing them manually. At that point image 

transforming procedure will be connected of the picture utilizing MATLAB on identify the weeds. In this paper, they 

actualized 2 strategies for identification of weeds. They are; Inter row weed detection, Inter plant weed detection. 

  For bury vivo trust column weed identification method, it procedure those pictures made progressively will 

get those weed ranges. Every picture will detract Initially eight frames. Also perform those legitimate Furthermore 

operation to get reference picture called crop column picture. This reference picture will be transformed then 

afterward at some point and will a chance to be reinstated by another crop picture framed Toward those and operation. 

At long last XOR operation of the transformed picture with the recently existing reference picture provides for those 

yield picture holding those weed that is display amidst the rows (Sundaravadivu and Bharathi, 2013).  

  Over bury vivo trust plant weed identification algorithm, it prepares an picture to further propelled preparing 

Also comprises of stacking the picture starting with source, shade division and edge identification. Color division 

will be a standout amongst those picture division system used to differentiate those crop starting with those 

foundation. Edge identification is likewise An system for picture division which utilization those Realities that those 

edge frequencies and veins for both those crop Furthermore weed have different thickness properties, will 

differentiate those crop from weed. At long last sifting may be accomplished for distinguishing locales. Concerning 

illustration An result, picture which hold weeds show up white On shade. Will spread herbicides, it weighs to start 

with column of the sifting yield. On At whatever piece is found, enter may be provided for of the Arduino controller 

as it were that those sprayer dives of the piece and sprays the herbicide. Here it is could reasonably be expected to 

decrease the utilization about herbicides, subsequently sparing nature. Yet the weed piece numbers from those sifting 

venture can't be given naturally of the motor, it need with be done (Vijayprasath & Palanivel Rajan, 2015) manually. 

  Previously, An robot spread the pesticide for a crop to farming worker fields. An dream based direction 

technique is exhibited on aide those robot stage determined along yields planted done farming worker field. Dream 

based direction will be acquired Toward picture procurement that could be carried Toward At whatever kind of 

advanced cameras. In this situation webcam will be introduced on the sprayer In An specific tallness. The yield 

picture from claiming webcam might have been done RGB organization for span for 640*480 pixels. Afterward 

those obtained picture will be transformed Previously, LABVIEW surroundings in place to Figure those area of 

weeds in the (Mohanapriya & Vadivel, 2013) picture. Those image transforming calculation will be carried Toward 

two methods: Green division technique arrange the plant under pixels which incorporate crops, weeds Furthermore 

dirt. Those The greater part great known vegetation technique known as unreasonable green used to recognizing 
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green parts of the picture. Toward this stage At whatever plant that grows the middle of rows will be viewed as 

Concerning illustration weeds. Objective of the characteristic extraction area will be to extricate fitting features, so 

weed parts inside rows Might make separated starting with harvests. In place on recognize a portion exercises fourier 

change may be used, Concerning illustration it provides for recurrence substance of the picture. It may be 

Additionally vital on realize the area from claiming every frequency, henceforth wavelet convert is utilized. The 

transformed picture would that point changed over under voltage levels through MAX232 level converter (Palanivel 

Rajan & Sukanesh, 2012). Also provided for of the microcontroller unit. As stated by the coding the robot is 

controlled and a few engine is actuated by utilizing L293D. Here Zigbee transmitter will be used to transmit the 

shade data. LPC2148 arm processor may be interfaced for Zigbee. Those Zigbee ceaselessly read the color majority 

of the data What's more transmits those information. The Zigbee collector receives the information What's more 

provides for it to 8051 microcontroller. Right away it will be the occupation for controller to shower herbicides on 

the wanted spot. This technique does the requisition utilizing remote particular idea What's more it is Shabby What's 

more thick, as simple will execute. Absence of any characteristic is identified with those nature for webcam. 

 In Existing System there need aid three fundamental parts principal person will be IMAQ, second particular 

case may be design matching, also at long last the report card era. The objective for this paper may be on present 

another weed controller utilizing those design matching algorithm. The whole procedure will be actualized to 

LABVIEW programming What's more it may be suitableness for constant field motivation. In this process, test image 

is acquired by any type of digital camera and it is further processed for image acquisition. The output of the image 

acquisition is given for pattern matching algorithm. Then report generation tool kit is provided to view the report in 

word and excel sheet (Palanivel Rajan, 2014). IMAQ means image acquisition which can be achieved through any 

type of digital cameras, by placing the camera perpendicular to the ground. In IMAQ both the test image and template 

image are the input images. NI vision builder provide the pattern matching algorithm. This algorithm is used to locate 

the template image in a test image if the test image is located. In this some parameters are necessary to achieve this 

matching. Report generation is one of the tool kit used to generate the report in Microsoft word and excel. This 

proposed system has 96% classification accuracy. It is a user friendly process and use of LABVIEW software reduces 

wired circuits. Hardware failure is very rare compared to embedded system and monitoring the farm parameter 

through LABVIEW is a very easy task. Here template image is compulsory for matching algorithm also various 

pattern matching algorithm are available, hence it is quite complex to set different parameters for each algorithm. 

Those goal is should distinguish the weeds from those products with the assistance from claiming field 

spectroscopy instruments. Abandons ghastly relative reflectance were acquired toward explanatory ghastly gadgets 

field spec master for spectrometer in the go for 400-2400nm. The ghastly Polaroid HS for 1600 pixel for every 

accordance What's more 849 groups in the range for 400-1000nm might have been chosen to proceed with this 

examine. The properties of the Polaroid enhance the capacity with separate weeds spectrally Eventually Tom's 

perusing applying spatial component. 

The output of the camera is re-sampled and thus the spatial and spectral resolution provides agricultural 

applications including weeds control. The plants would spectrally measure by ASD On two levels: absolute leaf beet 

and shade for plants. Those estimations are done with helter skelter power contact probe What's more uncovered 

fiber connector (Kavitha & Palanisamy, 2013). The reflectance information were gathered with a uncovered fiber 

connector during An specific separation Furthmore field of perspective may be evaluated. Since, different samples 

contain different proportions, each samples were grouped differently according to the data, date and components. 

Now all the sets are divided into two types: qualitative and quantitative. Data were also obtained by Spectral camera 

HS by placing the camera 135 cm above the ground area. The pictures would in the transform of conversion should 

reflectance esteem by ENVI product. Those procedure is In light of even field strategy Eventually Tom's perusing 

applying smoothen powder of barium sulfate on the Polaroid span. This analysis structuring gives high spatial 

determination. Yet main substantial patches from claiming weeds may a chance to be distinguished. 

 
Figure.4. Surveying the field 

  In the existing model the crop and weed detection can be takes place by capturing the image by using the 

digital camera. During the capturing of the image position of the camera is grounded. After taking the image it is 

given to the laptop for image processing. Mostly MATLAB2010 is used. 
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After this the processing data is given to the controller. Then it transferred to the controller board through 

the Universal Synchronous Bus. Calculation of the actuation parameter is done for robotic manipulator moving. DC 

motor is connected to the robotic manipulator. Following the information accepted Eventually Tom's perusing the 

robotic controller it moves on x, y, z directions and spreading those herbicides on the specific unwanted weed. Then 

afterward getting those information those dc motors would associated with those robotic controller actuates those 

controller. 

 
Figure.5. Block Diagram of Existing system 

Technique Based on Biological Morphology: Done living morphological tenet those shape Also extent 

Characteristics need aid concentrated. Shape offers similar to real Furthermore minor axis, areas, perspective ratio, 

what’s more width are utilized for the plant identification. The unreasonable Green color calculation for that picture 

division of vegetation and the soil, then afterward this average channel will be utilized for the evacuation for noise, 

those morphologic Characteristics and the figuring of the measurable edge esteem. Toward utilizing the precision of 

72. 6% is acquired. Seven state features may be mostaccioli utilized to the identification about crop and weed 

Anyway it is constrained main to corn crop and the exactness of 98. 9% may be gotten.  

Technique Based on Plant Reflectance: Spectral reflectance parameter can be recorded by using the spectrometer 

but the cost is very high when Compared to the common former method used in the olden days of the weed detection. 

Spectrometer is necessary for the spectral reflectometer parameter recording. A different type of spectral reflectance 

parameter is used for the indices of vegetation, and to measure the properties of the crop typically ratios of the 

broadband reflectance values are used. Most important features like near infrared spectrum variance, skewness 

average gives the higher quantity of success in the color segmentation. In the proposed system of pironetal got the 

accuracy of 72% in the detection of weeds in the carrot field area. 

Technique Based on Visual Texture: In visual composition procedure those features of the pictures for example, 

contrast, energy, entropy, homogeneity, dormancy utilized for the plant identification Also unwanted harvests. By 

utilizing the calculation from claiming backing vector Furthermore extracting those composition features on got the 

exactness of 93%. Various research scientists about the weed detection results give the different accuracies with 

various five texture features. Wavelet transform of the Gabor combined with PCA algorithm got the precision of 

90.5%. Crop and weed detection can be shown by bounding box size based on the different features. Territory may 

be characterized as the number for pixels display in the place with a specific locale. Edge will be characterized 

concerning illustration amount from claiming pixels available in the limit of the locale. Significant hub is 

characterized similarly as the number from claiming pixels display in the longest accordance it moving through those 

centers of the area Also associated with the limit from claiming that same area. Minor pivot is characterized Similarly 

as the amount for pixels exhibit in the briefest line which moving through those focus of the district What's more 

associated with the limit of that same area. If sugarcane can be used as a crop and 30 samples can be used for the 

training in that 20 samples are tested in that 18 only give the proper result.  

Automatic Spraying of Herbicide: To achieve the ultimate goal of reducing the pesticide usage, spraying the 

herbicide only to the weed areas. The sprayer used for the herbicide spraying may be the robotic hand or motor or 

the sprinkler etc. Depending upon the requirement the sprayer is designed either to operate manually or automatically. 

The founded block number is given to the controller the sprayer go to that particular block and sprays the small 

amount of herbicide. If both those weed and crop need almost same edge recurrence we ought to make thick, as 

cautious done selecting those edge qualities. The weed piece numbers from those sifting step can't be given naturally 

of the engine. 

 
Figure.6. Working of the herbicide sprayer 

      For classifying the weeds and crops in the agricultural field many developing algorithm is used in the existing 

model. Various algorithm techniques are available to detect the presence of weeds from the crops. Most of the 

available techniques are done using image processing method. Mostly it is used in color property, topological 
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property, wavelet transform, three wide band interference filter but the accuracy is very less. But most of the weed 

detecting techniques is exhibited in the image processing using MATLAB. To reduce the usage of herbicide and the 

correct identification of the frame size machine vision of Lab VIEW system is implemented. Since it is a user friendly 

technique, helps to attain greater accuracy (Renuka & Kavitha, 2013). The major difference between the existing 

and the proposed model is the major classification accuracy and the amount of the herbicide spraying in the field 

areas. As a result herbicide usage will be reduced and it creates the eco friendly nature of the agricultural field to 

earn more profits and product outcome in short span of time in efficient manner. 

Table.1. Algorithm and its accuracy 

       Algorithm Accuracy 

Property of spectral reflectance 86% 

Property of color 49 to 97% 

Property of topology 84 to 90% 

Features of texture 33 to 77% 

Wavelet transform 87 to 93% 

Algorithm of pattern matching 92 to 96% 

Proposed System: The proposed system will be comprised about three primary parts. As a matter of first importance 

will be picture procurement that might be finished by whatever sorts for advanced cameras for example, such that 

typical webcams. The Polaroid ought to make introduced peroxide blonde to ground. In this body of evidence a 

webcam might have been introduced on the herbicide sprayer case at the tallness about 1.20 meters over that ground. 

Toward this stature each yield picture blankets about a column What's more two sides from claiming that which will 

be suitableness for the design. It ought to a chance to be noted that so as with assess heartiness of algorithm, picture 

acquisitions were done in the vicinity for common variable light states. Those yield pictures of the webcam were 

Previously, RGB arrangement with extent of 640*480 pixels. Following that the procured pictures would transform 

over lab see surroundings (Palanivel Rajan, 2012). It will be a graphical modifying dialect which intends it 

employments those icons similarly as a substitute from claiming quick line for making a provisions. Lab VIEW is a 

development environment for a visual programming language for NI. By using the Lab VIEW we can able to generate 

32-bit compiled applications it gives the faster execution speeds.  

 
Figure.7. Working model of proposed system 

The main objective is to introduce a new weed controller using the pattern matching algorithm. For much 

machine vision application the first step is the pattern matching algorithm. This algorithm needs to maintain its 

capability to locate the template pattern even though the image is changed. In practical many pattern matching 

algorithm is used in the vision builder but in this paper the major implementation in IMAQ Match Geometric Pattern 

2 VI. 

In this the test image is acquired by the any type of digital camera such as web cam etc., first step for the 

weed detection is image acquisition. After that the output of the image acquisition is given as the input for the pattern 

matching algorithm. According to that report generation tool kit is generate the report in word and excel. 

     IMAQ intends picture procurement which cam wood a chance to be through whatever class for advanced 

cameras for example, web Polaroid and so on, the Polaroid might be peroxide blonde of the ground and it might have 

been over the ground for 1.30 meters stature. In this stature every last one of test picture might have been secured 

What's more that is suitableness to weed identification. In this IMAQ both the test picture and the format picture 

need aid the information pictures. That test picture is a picture in which we need to scan for a format picture (Palanivel 

Rajan, 2010). The template image is nothing but an image gives the details which want to separate. NI Vision builder 

provide the pattern matching algorithm. Pattern matching algorithm must able to locate the template image in a test 

image if the test image is scaled or rotated. In this it need to set the parameter such as curve parameter, matches, 

minimum score match pixel etc, after that search for a template pattern in an test image in which curve parameter 

and the matches are clusters. There are many pattern matching algorithm in vision builder for the IMAQ Match 

Geometric Pattern 2 VI. Report generation is one of the tool kits in the vision builder. By using the report generation 

tool kit we can able to generate the report in the Microsoft word as well as the excel sheet. Here the data generated 

is the random value. If the value is generated by the report generation tool kit then the inspection or test image have 
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the template image. If suppose the value is not generated by the report generation tool kit then the test image does 

not have the template image. 

Will scope our ultimacy objective of lessening pesticide usage, we necessity will shower it best in the weed 

ranges. Those sprayers we use might make a robotic hand or a set for sprinklers or motors and so on. It is that point 

associated with a driver which is then associated with An Arduino Uno microcontroller. The Arduino Uno is An 

microcontroller table In view of those ATmega328 chip. It holds All that required should backing a microcontroller, 

basically join it to a workstation with a USB link or control it with an AC will dc connector alternately a battery will 
(Palanivel Rajan, 2016) get off. 1st it checks the To begin with column should Figure At whatever weed pieces.  

Assuming that at whatever obstructs are found it provide for those inputs of the controller as it were that 

those sprayer dives to that piece Also sprays the herbicide. Enter generally provided for of the sprayer is those time 

which is basically vital to the development of the engine of the site of the weed area. The sprayer obtaining the time 

by using the only function of delay which is present in the Arduino Uno. That picture taken to the transforming will 

be 2m period which demonstrates space between the every engine need that most extreme separation from claiming 

2m period on spread the whole outline. In the outline those column period may be majorly based for 0.2 meters 

(Palanivel Rajan & Sukanesh, 2013). Those engine over every column need two side wheels orchestrated on parallel 

of the column of the outline. Thereabouts the development of the engine will be mostly In view of the development 

of the wheels. In assume the engine blankets a separation from claiming 1 meter previously, 4 seconds about the long 

run. By utilizing those perimeters of the wheel we might figure the amount of rpm (rotation for every minute) obliged 

to those same. 

In place on move the engine we have to provide for those time delay concerning illustration information of 

the controller. Run through delay is the time engine sets out clinched alongside a course (Sridevi A, Prasanna 

Venkatesan G.K.D, 2016). Concerning illustration for every those information we have. Period will venture out 1 

meter may be = 4 sec. Occasion when with travel for you quit offering on that one block (0.2 m) will be = 0.8 sec. 

Chance made toward those engine will head out “X”obstructs starting with those starting positions will be = 0.8*x 

seconds.  

Along these lines the significant component regarding this is those thought around the information should 

provided for will them dependably it will a chance to be those span worth from claiming “x” which will be those 

weed piece amount in that row, that will a chance to be varies starting with 0 to 9. The point when our engine achieves 

the specific square it will sprays the specific amount of herbicide toward utilizing the hands for sprinkler associated 

with the engine. The pins 3, 4, 5 of the Arduino Uno will be demonstrations Similarly as the enter pins especially 3, 

4 for those development of the engine. Also pin 5 to those development of the engine of the obliged bearing. 

2. CONCLUSION 

The major part of this precision environment is automatic agricultural weed detection and spraying of 

herbicide. Apart from these thus restricting and preventing the unnecessary impacts of the over usage of chemical 

herbicides and it reduces the implementation cost. This paper aims to introduce the new model of weed detection 

and acquisition of image then finally the weed classification is done by the pattern matching algorithm and it was 

implemented in the machine vision of LABVIEW software and output is obtained in the Arduino. The major 

advantage about the proposed system when compared to the existing algorithm is classification accuracy of 96%. 

Future Work: After the crop and weed are classified by the pattern matching algorithm, the data generated by the 

report generation is serially converted into voltage levels through MAX232 level converter and then the result is fed 

to the microcontroller unit. The microcontroller unit, which is already predefined by the c language coding, works 

on the set of codes and the robot, was controlled according to that code. Robot control is done by several motors 

which is activated by using the relays. Relays are electromagnetic switch which is mainly used to ON/OFF according 

to the control given by the microcontroller unit.  
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